STOREFRONT FRAMING SHALL BE KAWNEER TRIFAB 400 OR EQUAL WITH 4" x 1 3/4" LOCK: SHALL ACCEPT A BEST REMOVABLE CORE PROVIDED AND INSTALLED.

FURNITURE / FINISHES

EXIT DEVICES: KAWNEER 1786 EL RIM EXIT DEVICE WITH REMOVABLE LAMINATE TWO LAYERS OF 2 CM MATERIAL TO CREATE SHELF.

RELOCATE A INSTALL CONTROL BUTTONS FOR ELECTRIC STRIKES WHERE DIRECTED BY EQ ELECTRICAL EXISTING PULL STATION AND DEFIBRILLATOR.

MECHANICAL EXISTING DOOR. INSTALL NEW ELECTRIC STRIKE, POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH PLUMBING WALLS PROVIDE EMPTY BOX 18" ABOVE FLOOR AND CONDUIT INTO CEILING FOR 6' - 0" 0" MEDIUM STILE STOREFRONT DOORS WITH 5/16" CLEAR LAMINATED GLASS.

LIFE SAFETY REMOVE GLASS AND INTERNAL MULLIONS AND INFILL FRAME AS DETAILED. EXISTING STOREFRONT, OR DOOR 5/16" CLEAR LAMINATED GLASS WITH 23 MIL FILM. SEE GENERAL NOTE: 5.

CIVIL MISCELLANEOUS PROVIDE LOW PAINT NEW GWB PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS. PAINT SUPPLIED BY OWNER.

DATE JANUARY 02 2019

GARDEN CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - WAITING ROOM

5718 GARDEN CITY BLVD SE
ROANOKE, VA 24014

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

DATA WIRING BY OTHER.

PHONE TO THIS LOCATION AND RECONNECT TO EXISTING WIRING IN CEILING.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

VOLTAGE POWER FOR ELECTRIC STRIKES AT DOORS.

OWNER.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

REMOVAL OF EXISTING LOCKSET AS REQUIRED.

BUTTON CONTROL. REPLACE EXISTING LOCKSET AS REQUIRED.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

LAMINATED GLASS AND 23 MIL FILM. SEE GENERAL NOTES: 2 AND 5.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

PAINT NEW GWB PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS. PAINT SUPPLIED BY OWNER.

DATE JANUARY 02 2019

GARDEN CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - WAITING ROOM

5718 GARDEN CITY BLVD SE
ROANOKE, VA 24014

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

PHONE AND BLANK OFF OUTLET.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

INSTALL CONTROL BUTTONS FOR ELECTRIC STRIKES WHERE DIRECTED BY OWNER.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

METAL NEW DOOR SECURITY PROJECTION SHEET FACE OF EXISTING GLAZING PER WIRING CONSTRUCTION.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

ELECTRIC STRIKE: ADAMS RITE 1730 ELECTRIC STRIKE, WITH POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH BUTTON CONTROL.

EXISTING DOOR. INSTALL NEW ELECTRIC STRIKE, POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH BUTTON CONTROL. REPLACE EXISTING LOCKSET AS REQUIRED.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

REMOVE GLASS AND INTERNAL MULLIONS AND INFLATE FRAME AS DETAIL.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

LAMINATE TWO LAYERS OF 2 CM MATERIAL TO CREATE SHELF.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

EXISTING DOOR. INSTALL NEW ELECTRIC STRIKE, POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH BUTTON CONTROL. REPLACE EXISTING LOCKSET AS REQUIRED.

ELECTRICAL SHEET NOTES

EXISTING DOOR. INSTALL NEW ELECTRIC STRIKE, POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH BUTTON CONTROL. REPLACE EXISTING LOCKSET AS REQUIRED.